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President’s Welcome
Welcome to our ‘Diamonds in the Sky’ 50th annual 
conference and 60th anniversary celebration!

On the many occasions he opened Conference, Charles Harvey nearly 
always reminded us, especially those who complained about the 
choice of transits for the event, that astrologers should welcome the 
challenge of making positive use of them, however difficult they were. 
For this reason, he always booked the first weekend in September, 
whatever the astrological signatures were.  

Since then, the Association has generally kept to September. While 
we have cherry-picked the actual weekend a little, the aim has always 
been to face and not avoid challenges, providing they could lead to 
positive growth. In this very special year for the Association, the Board 
chose to honour this tradition of taking on challenge by bringing 
forward the date of Conference to celebrate our 60th birthday and to 
honour the summer solstice. 

2018-20 have been, and promise to continue, to be increasingly 
difficult. So, when better to face, and hopefully enjoy, the music 
together! Conference opens in the last hours of a trigger point of 
tension, indicated by a wide fixed grand cross between Jupiter and 
Uranus, crossed by a recently separated Venus/Mars opposition close 
to the nodal axis.  With the Moon void in Libra, due to oppose Uranus 
after its ingress to Scorpio, the crucial test is to avoid becoming upset 
by immediate concerns. All will seem much easier when we awake.

Astrology always offers us the opportunity to become masters of 
our personal universe and the clarity and strength this gives us to 
serve the greater good. With the Moon applying to a grand trine to 
Neptune and Chiron in Pisces and Sun and Mercury in Cancer, we will 
wish to focus on ways to understand and care. The last two planets 
opposing Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn in the weeks following the 
conference suggests serious issues of understanding that will demand 
considerable skill and patience. Ahead of this, being together with 
colleagues and remembering our heritage, being strengthened by so 
much scholarship, and our forebearers resilience and refusal to be 
denied, can but give us the very best tools of insight, compassion and 
wisdom through these difficult times.

Then there is the Spanish accompanied smorgasbord on Friday and 
the Rock n’ Roll 50s/60s tribute, the beautiful astrological garden and 
you will not believe the experience of the Planetarium.

Having a great time is as much ‘getting tooled up’ for the challenging 
future ahead as everything we learn together. Knowledge and joy 
transcends and opens us up to the diamonds in the sky!

Roy Gillett
President Astrological Association - June 2018 
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IMPORTANT CHANGE TO STONEHENGE VISIT
Due to pressure of access to the field just before sunrise, 
you will need to arrive a little earlier than previously 
advised. Please be at the coach pickup point at 1.20am to 
leave at 1.30am sharp. You will then arrive at 2.30am to 
walk for 1.5 Kilometers and then be ahead of the rush.

Do remember to wear comfortable walking shoes and 
have some warm clothing. Only medium sized bags 
will be allowed, not glass bottle or alcohol. For other 
conditions of entry, please visit.

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/
stonehenge/plan-your-visit/summer-solstice/conditions-
entry/

YOGA
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY MORNING WITH SELINE

Please join Seline for an informal Yoga session at 7.15am – 
8.00am on both Saturday and Sunday morning. Weather 
permitting this will be held by the Astrological Garden. 
Otherwise, the session will be held in Canary Room 1.

ACTIVITIES
Do ask reception about all the sports, pool and 
recreational activities available at the site if you are 
interested. The use of the pool and gym are free to AA 
residential delegates.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

REGISTRATION

The AA Registration desk will be located in the main 
reception area. Please note that check-in times are 
strictly adhered to and no allowance can be made for 
early check-in.

For those attending the Stonehenge visit, and arriving on 
Wednesday 20th June, please follow the instructions for 
Stonehenge delegates. Check-in is available from 3pm on 
Wednesday 20th June.

For those arriving on Thursday 21st June
Registration and check-in from 3pm on Thursday 21st 
June. 

For those arriving on Friday 22nd June
Registration and check-in from 3pm on Friday 22nd June. 

If you are registered for the Masterclass’s on Friday 
but not staying Thursday night, you will need to 
register at the AA desk by 9.30am – you will be able to 
check-in to your room at the afternoon break or after the 
Masterclass.

Please note, for security purposes, you are required 
to wear your Conference badge throughout the 
event (including the evening dinners). Anybody not 
registered for the Conference or not wearing their 
badge will not be permitted entry.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Ada Phillips Scholarships 2018
Each year the AA offer scholarships in the name of 
our first Treasurer, Ada Phillips. We offer these to 
students who have not attended an AA conference 
before and who attend schools registered with the 
Advisory Panel of Astrological Education (APAE).

Catherine Sinclair – School of Traditional Astrology

Alessandra Maiolino – London School of Astrology

Keiron Devlin – London School of Astrology

Alexander Antonov – London School of Astrology

EVENING ARRANGEMENTS

Friday Night - This year, the Charles Harvey Award will 
be announced after the Carter Memorial Lecture. We 
will be having a Spanish theme for dinner which will be 
served buffet style on The Avenue. The bar will be open 
until 1am.

Saturday Night Dinner - For the Saturday grand dinner 
we will be dining in the Mansion house (adjacent building 
to the Executive Centre). Please follow the signage to the 
dining room. Dinner will be served at 8pm but the bar 
will be open from 6.30pm so feel free to have a drink on 
the terrace that overlooks the beautiful grounds.

We invite you to attend the dinner dressed or representing 
our birth day which is 21st June 1958! Anything that 
symbolizes that era would be suitable. Prizes for the best 
costume or idea will be awarded on the basis of mass 
acclamation.

A DJ will be playing in the Mansion dining room after 
dinner and the bar in the Mansion house will be open 
until 1am.

IMPORTANT MEETINGS 
FACULTY OF SPEAKERS
There will be a meeting for all speakers on Friday 22nd in 
Sky Room 6 at 5.15pm – 5.45pm. Please come and attend 
and meet the AA Board and the rest of the faculty. This is 
also an opportunity to ask any questions you might have.

FIRST TIME CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
There will also be a meeting for any first-time conference 
attendees on Friday 22nd in Sky Room 2 at 5.15pm – 
5.45pm. If you have not been to an AA Conference before, 
please come along and meet some new friends. Or if you 
are attending the conference on your own, please join us 
to meet other people and our host, Trudie Charles. Not to 
be missed!

AA chart Natal Chart
21 Jun 1958, Sat 20:22 BST -1:00 London, ENG

LOCAL GROUPS MEETING
Held on Saturday 23rd in Canary Room 1 at 6.30pm – 
7.00pm. If you are a member, chair or host of a local 
group, or wish to start one or find one, please come along. 

APAE MEETING
Held on Saturday 23rd in Canary Room 2 at 6.30pm – 
7.00pm. Come along and mingle with the schools that are 
members of the Advisory Panel of Astrological Education. 

AA BOOKSTALL AND CONFERENCE MERCHANDISE
Please do visit the bookstall and exhibition area. This 
year the AA has a large number of second-hand books 
for sale so don’t miss this opportunity.

Don’t forget to buy this special conference memorabilia 
– we have T-Shirts, cups, mouse pads and personalised 
2019 diaries so please come and stock up!

The recordings desk is located in The Avenue so please 
remember to order your recordings and take advantage 
of our conference discounts.

THE DOME
John Wadsworth will present a 360-degree full dome 
experience of the night sky, in an 8-metre wide 
planetarium, demonstrating the movements of the stars 
and planets through the night and showing how the 
sky changes at different times of the year, at different 
latitudes, and over longer periods of time. It will include 
full constellational images and close up views of planets, 
nebulas and star clusters. There will also be the chance 
to lay back and enjoy a range of full dome 3D experiences 
with high definition graphics.

45 – minute session – £5 entry fee – the schedule and 
ticket purchases are available at the registration desk 
and tickets will be required to gain entry.
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CONFERENCE ITINERARY - FRIDAY 22ND JUNE

FRIDAY WORKSHOPS

10.30am – 1.00pm     Sky Room 1 

Jane Ridder-Patrick – Patterns of Health
Astrology teaches us that body, mind and spirit are 
connected in one seamless whole. Combining astrology 
with techniques from transpersonal psychology, we have 
the perfect toolkit for identifying those beliefs, ideas 
and feelings at the root of ill-health – and a blueprint 
for positive change. Experience a taster in this hands-on 
workshop.

10.30am – 1.00pm     Sky Room 2

Sue Farebrother – Diamonds Belong to the Earth and 
to the Sky: Tarot For Astrologers
Diamonds are sparkling jewels, especially in precious 
occasion rings. In playing cards, diamonds are just 
another suit, but their equivalent in the Tarot are 
pentacles and their element is earth. Sue will draw 
parallels and differences between astrology and tarot, 
focusing on the element of earth and ways to interpret 
this in both systems.

10.30am – 1.00pm     Sky Room 6

John Frawley – Arabian Parts and the Structure of 
Being 
Far from being optional extras, the key Arabian Parts are 
fundamental to our nature, like the skeleton of an animal 
or the molecular structure of a gemstone. So how do 
we read them and what do they tell us? As you will see, 
they speak so eloquently that one hardly needs to know 
astrology to understand what they are saying.

2.00pm – 4.30pm     Sky Room 1

Wanda Sellar – Traditional and Psychological 
Concepts in Medical Astrology
This workshop will look at the physical and emotional 
links to health and astrology. We’ll start by looking at 
how the planets, signs and houses are linked to illness, 
particularly examining the houses that are a drain on the 
body. We will then examine the psychological underlay 
to illness and how we might deal with emotional issues.

2.00pm – 4.30pm     Sky Room 2

Frank Clifford – Your Life in Your Hands: Palmistry 
For Astrologers
An essential tool for all astrologers, palmistry reveals 
personality traits, relationship needs and potential. Like 
a road map, palm lines offer an ‘aerial view’ of your 
past, present and future. But lines can change over time, 
reflecting important choices you’ve made. Join Frank 
and learn how to identity character, talents and purpose 
in your own palms.

2.00pm – 4.30pm     Sky Room 6

Wade Caves – Supporting the Star-crossed: 
Relationships with Horary
The bread and butter of a horary astrologer’s practice, 
relationship questions are not technically difficult but 
can offer unique challenges in consultation. How do 

we present astrological symbolism to our client in a 
meaningful, actionable way? In this workshop, we shall 
assess horaries relating to relationships to see reliable 
first principles at work – with a focus on the pragmatic 
nature of interpersonal counselling.

10.30am – 4.30pm     Sky room 5     (Double Session)

Ray Merriman – Cosmic Cycles are Forever
… and they are valuable tools for timing trends and 
changes of trends in Financial Markets. In this master 
class, we will examine the historical correlation of stock 
markets (like FTSE and DJIA), currencies (like the Euro 
and British Pound), precious metals and bitcoin to certain 
planetary cycles present in today’s cosmos, with an eye 
on what anticipate in 2018-2020. 

FRIDAY EVENING

5.15pm – 5.45pm 

Meetings:   

• Speakers’ Meeting     Sky Room 6

• Welcoming All New Conference Attendees    Sky Room 2

6.00pm Conference Opening     Wokefield Suite

7.00pm – 7.30pm Break

PLENARIES

6.15pm – 7.00pm      Wokefield Suite

Roy Gillett – The Future of Astrology     
Paradoxically, since the theme of the first AA Conference in 
1969, astrologers have looked back to rediscover Western 
astrology’s roots and Vedic links while also witnessing 
the immensely precise and powerful development of 
astro-computing. Both together offer diamond clarity to 
shine through an imminent dark future to a wise new 
world based on respect and cooperation.

7.00pm – 7.30pm Break

7.30pm – 8.30pm      Wokefield Suite

Lynn Bell – The Carter Memorial Lecture: Into the 
Labyrinth of Stars
For millennia, astrology has used the light of the stars to 
follow the twists and turns of fate – each branch of the 
art guiding in different ways. As Uranus enters Taurus, 
jolting the earth, what forces will we encounter at the 
centre of the labyrinth?

8.30pm Buffet Dinner     The Avenue 

Served in The Avenue – Spanish Tapas Theme
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CONFERENCE ITINERARY - SATURDAY 23RD JUNE

TALKS 

9am – 10.00am     Choose between:

Mike Harding – Finding Our Voice     Sky Room 1
There are some 400 psychological theories of the 
self, many diluting astrology’s unique perspective of 
ourselves and our world. Addressing the central issue of 
the astrological ‘self’, we shall explore ideas that support 
astrology’s paradigm and offer a radically different 
picture of how we and our world intertwine.

Babs Kirby – The Creative Impulse     Sky Room 2
Creativity is often seen as the domain of those who are 
artistic, but in fact it’s a driving force in many areas 
of life. While acknowledging this, I will, however, as a 
potter myself these days, concentrate on ceramic artists 
and look at their work and their charts.

Christian König – Between Heaven and Earth: Heliacal 
Rising and Setting Stars     Sky Room 5
Stars perform a dance. Some become visible after being 
absent from the sky (heliacal rising), while others return 
to Earth after living with the immortal circumpolar stars 
(heliacal setting). Both reflect an important life theme 
that adds a beautiful dimension to our astrological 
understanding.

Wanda Sellar – Patterns in the Chart     Sky Room 6
Wanda will look at chart shapes (or patterns), following on 
from the ideas of Mark Edmund Jones and Robert Jansky. 
These shapes form the basis of chart interpretation and 
offer a structured step-by-step guide into the horoscope.

Christeen Skinner – Diamonds of the Financial 
Universe     Forrest Room 
Developing software has enabled the quality of financial 
astrology to improve greatly in recent years. This talk 
offers the results of recent research and considers ‘where 
next?’ in an area of astrology that holds fascination for 
many.

10.15am – 11.15am     Choose between:

Kim Farnell – Bessie Leo: Hidden Gem or a Thorn in 
the Side of Astrology?     Sky Room 1
Throughout much of Alan Leo’s life, Bessie was by his 
side. She was prominent in astrological societies and 
publishing, and so renowned as a theosophist that a 
lodge was named after her. Based on recent research, 
this talk examines Bessie’s life and contribution – good 
and bad – to the astrological world.

Wade Caves – From Roar to Whisper: How Horary 
Kept Itself Alive     Sky Room 2
The steady decline of astrology’s prominence in the West 
in the 19th and 20th centuries led many to believe that 
divinational techniques like horary had all but died out. 
But is this actually true? A candle remained lit across the 
Atlantic in the Americas – let’s explore the work of these 
astrologers.

Sue Martin – From Carbon Dust to the Diamond Self  
Sky Room 5
Our DNA carries the imprint of our individual 
programming and potential, considered to be our ‘fate’. 
However, it is our level of consciousness that creates our 
experiences as we respond and interact with planetary 
cycles. As such, astrology is central to liberating the 
highest potential and ‘free will’ latent within our DNA.

John Green – Angels and Demons: The Astrology of 
Obsession     Sky Room 6
What tips us over into the realms of obsession and how 
can we see it astrologically? Today we’ll be exploring 
obsession – from OCD and obsessive desires to the role 
of obsession in creativity. Are we possessed by angels 
or demons when we enter an obsession, or a mixture of 
both?

Ray Merriman – The Great Global Reset from the 
Cosmic Perspective     Forrest Room
The cardinal climax that started in 2008 will still be 
in effect until 2024. The second wave, pertaining to 
the ingress of Saturn in Capricorn and then Uranus in 
Taurus, suggests a major reset in the leadership of world 
politics and banking, and potential upheavals in currency 
valuations.

PLENARY 

11.30am – 12.15pm     Wokefield Suite 

Nicholas Campion – The Discovery of the Self in 
Medieval Astrology
Many scholars think that the ‘Self’ was discovered in the 
late 19th century. But it was in the 13th century that the 
translation of astrological texts from Arabic suggested 
that the soul was controlled by the stars and planets. This 
talk will explore the solution to this problem, by which 
the psyche was freed from astrological influence.

12.15pm – 2.15pm Lunch (AA AGM 12.15pm – 12.45pm)

1.45pm – 2.15pm Book Signing 
Come and get your book signed in the bookshop for 
authors with a surname from A–J.

TALKS

2.15pm – 3.15pm     Choose between:

Richard Swatton – The Future of Psychological 
Astrology     Sky Room 1
With the matching of astrological placements to various 
models of the psyche now done, the first stage of 
psychological astrology is coming to a close. The next 
stage is the use of astrology as part of the therapeutic 
process itself. Richard will share his experiences and 
explore how this development works in practice. 
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Frances Clynes – ‘Dress suitably in short skirts and 
strong boots, leave your jewels in the bank and buy 
a revolver’ – Constance, Countess Markievicz (1916) 
Sky Room 2
Constance Gore-Booth was the first woman to be elected 
as an MP, one of the leaders of the 1916 Easter Rising in 
Ireland, and the subject of several of Yeats’ poems. We’ll 
look at the chart of this remarkable woman who died in 
poverty having given all her wealth to the poor of Dublin.

David Hamblin – The Development of Harmonic 
Astrology     Sky Room 5
Harmonic astrology has its roots in ancient Vedic astrology 
and in the work of Michel Gauquelin and John Addey. 
David will discuss this in relation to his own methods 
of harmonic analysis – from his book ‘Harmonic Charts’ 
(1983) through to his forthcoming book, ‘Harmonic 
Astrology in Practice’.

Darby Costello – Awakening to New Values, New 
Worlds     Sky Room 6
As Neptune in Pisces continues to reveal new worlds, 
we are constantly invaded by images ranging from 
the sublime to the terrifying. We can expect Uranus in 
Taurus to awaken new dimensions of love and beauty in 
our lives, but we must stay alert to the disruptive side of 
this ingress.

Geoffrey Cornelius – Hermeneutics of Astrology 
Forrest Room
The next big step for astrology is a turning back from the 
endless projection of technique. In its place must come 
the study of interpretation – what you and I do every 
time we pick up a chart – realising symbol, its context, 
how it arises and how it hits its mark.

3.45pm – 4.45pm Choose between:

Dr Jenn Zahrt – Reclaiming Germany’s Lost Gem: The 
Pioneering Work of Elsbeth Ebertin     Sky Room 1
Since the mid-60s, scholarship into German astrology 
centered on its relationship to the Nazis. Yet the story 
is more complex. This lecture presents a critical 
examination of mundane astrologer Elsbeth Ebertin, a 
pioneer of the astrological revival in Germany.

Victor Olliver – The Top Six Astrology Essays Ever     
Sky Room 2
Since 1959, ‘The Astrological Journal’ has featured world-
class essays showcasing the latest pioneering ideas and 
best teachers in astrology. This was so HARD, but the 
editor has selected six of the Journal’s most stunning 
pieces ever – summarising each in a countdown to the 
Number One Essay.

John Frawley – Rehabilitating the Outer Planets 
Sky Room 5
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are often regarded as outcasts 
in the world of traditional astrology. But they can play 
a powerful role in both natal and horary charts. In this 
richly illustrated lecture, John shows what they don’t say, 
what they do say … and how they go about saying it.

Maggie Hyde – Goodbye Psyche, Hello Soul 
Sky Room 6
In their attempt to ‘map the psyche’ and follow 20th 
century psychology, astrologers lost their way, objectifying 
the cosmos, the client and themselves. James Hillman 
called for a return to the World Soul in psychoanalysis 
and, by revisiting our own tradition, especially Ficino 
and Lilly, we are led back to an Astrology of Soul.

Frank Clifford – Forecasting: Planet by Planet 
Forrest Room
Whether you use transits, progressions, directions or 
other methods, Frank will offers ways to make the most 
of each planet’s role in forecasting. There will be chart 
examples from his client files and people in the public 
eye to demonstrate how best to interpret, articulate and 
work with upcoming trends.

5pm – 6pm Choose between:

Angela Cornish – Venus     Sky Room 1
Venus, whether evening star, Vesper, or morning star, 
Lucifer, shines brightly like a diamond in our sky. As 
the Sun’s consort, she dances provocatively around him 
– never too far in front or too far behind. But does the 
Sun–Venus cycle contribute to our understanding of 
relationships in horary charts? 

Sonal Sachdeva – Ayur Vedic Astrology: Discover 
Life and Blood of Well-being in your Moon Chart 
Sky Room 2
Ayurveda, meaning the ‘knowledge of longevity’, is the 
oldest and the most comprehensive systems of healing 
in the world and originates from the ancient Vedas from 
India.  Within the ancient Vedic texts lie are significant 
clues on Past karmic influences and our natal Moon 
(emotional mind/psyche) determine the formation of 
imbalances in our body. Reading a Moon Chart reveals 
a wealth of information and provides essential detail 
specific to the individual body and its psyche.

Adrian Ross Duncan – Joy and Sorrow     Sky Room 5
When water flows, it always finds the easiest route and 
sinks to the deepest point. Planets in Water reflect these 
depths. In this talk (during a grand trine of Mercury, 
Jupiter and Neptune in Water), we will elucidate 
consultation techniques that transform the secrecy and 
sorrow of Water sign placements into compassion and 
joy.

Wendy Stacey – Beyond 2020     Sky Room 6
In December 2020, Jupiter will conjunct Saturn at 0° 
Aquarius – the first time for almost 800 years that this 
series of conjunctions will occur in Air signs. Wendy will 
explore how the move from Earth or Air could spearhead 
an unprecedented modern age for society and affect life 
as we know it.

Mark Jones – The Astrology of Depth Psychology 
Forrest Room
In this talk, Mark will use his unique experience fusing 
psychosynthesis and astrology to give an astrological and 
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psychological overview of the origins and development of 
depth psychology in the 20th century – a movement that 
proved crucial to the development of modern astrology.

6.00pm – 6.30pm Book Signing
Come and get your book signed in the bookshop for 
authors with a surname from K–Z.

6.30pm – 7.00pm Meetings

1) APAE meeting – Canary Room 1 - come along and 
mingle with the schools that are members of the Advisory 
Panel of Astrological Education. 

2) Local Groups Meeting – Canary Room 2 - If you are a 
member, chair or host of a local group, or wish to start 
one or find one, please come along. 

SATURDAY EVENING

8pm  – Mansion House

TALKS

9.00am – 10.00am Choose between:

Astrid Bernadette Leimlehner – Diamonds are from 
Elsewhere: The Recent History of Astrology in Austria 
and Germany     Sky Room 1
This talk will explore developments in astrology in 
German-speaking countries during the past 60 years. 
It will introduce some significant astrologers and their 
publications, famous at home, but fairly unknown to 
their English-speaking colleagues.

Robert Anderson – Per Ardua ad Astra     Sky Room 2
‘Per Ardua ad Astra’ (‘Through adversity to the stars’) 
is the RAF’s motto – but it was also exemplified by the 
USAF bomber crew of the Memphis Belle who flew a 
record twenty-five missions over Germany and survived. 
We will examine the flyers’ and their aircraft’s amazing 
story from an astrological perspective.

Maggie Hyde – Things Suddenly Happening 
Sky Room 5
Increasing interest in horary astrology has shown us that 
astrology’s symbols illuminate the way in which the world 
speaks to us. When things suddenly happen (whatever 
the incident), by combining the symbolic attitude with 
the horary tradition we can hear what cosmos is trying 
to tell us. Illustrated with example charts.

Liz Hathway – Stars Down to Earth     Sky Room 6
From Arthur C. Clarke’s ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ to David 
Bowie’s ‘Major Tom’, humanity’s quest for interstellar 
adventure has opened up a creative space for imaginary 
flights. Prepare to embark on an eclectic journey through 
space and time – where techniques collide and stars are 
shorn.

Sue Martin – Looking at the Bigger Picture : Into the 
Kuiper Belt and Beyond     Forrest Room
We are on a profound evolutionary curve as we journey 
into galactic consciousness. Out in deepest space flowing 
through the quantum field, the orbital paths of Pluto, 
Orcus, Eris and Sedna are subtly assisting, interacting 
and orchestrating our DNA into this crystalline field of 
awareness.

10.15am – 11.15am Choose between:

Sharon Knight – 25 Years of Polishing an Old Faucet? 
Sky Room 1
Sharon will look at the influence that the revival of ancient 
texts and techniques has made to our understanding of 
astrology since the 1990s. How has the work of ARHAT, 
Project Hindsight and the translations of Dykes and 
others impacted the working practice of astrologers 
today?

Christine Chalklin – Astrology and Natural Alchemy 
Sky Room 2
Combining astrology with Bach Flower Remedies creates 
a natural alchemy whereby the body’s cellular frequency 

Grand Dinner in Mansion House

Dinner will be served at 8pm but the bar will be open 

from 6.30pm. DJ will play from 10pm

Please come in fancy dress – get your glad rags on - the 
theme is 1958!
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is optimised. Christine will show that understanding 
your Moon sign and its corresponding essence is the key 
to unlocking your innate healing powers, enabling you to 
sparkle in the radiance of your true self. 

Babs Kirby – Jung’s Struggle with Astrology 
Sky Room 5
Jung had a lifelong struggle trying to reconcile his need 
for scientific respectability (Saturn) with his more 
mystical, intuitive leanings (Neptune). This was most 
evident in his relationship with astrology. We’ll look 
at his astrological stone carvings and at the numerous 
contradictory statements he made throughout the course 
of his life.

Astrid Fallon – War or Peace by Declination 
Sky Room 6
This talk will show: how simple meanings for high 
or low declination affect the two axes of the zodiac; 
how alternating between differentiation and equality, 
declinations other than parallels and contra-parallels 
can be interpreted; how difficult Out-Of-Bound planets 
can be transformed into gifts; and how declinations feed 
war or peace.

Darby Costello – Mars Our Warrior, Mars Our 
Destroyer     Forrest Room
In our chart, Mars describes our instinct to defend and 
protect ourselves. But for Carl Jung, it represented the 
principle of Individuation. Until we develop a conscious 
relationship with our Mars, we are helpless against our 
own and others’ Mars-type reactions. We shall look at 
how to empower Mars in the deepest sense.

11.30am – 12.30pm Choose between:

Kim Farnell – Astrology in the World of Non-
astrologers Sky Room 1
Astrologers often work as if they are from a parallel 
universe; they live in the astrological world while 
ordinary people inhabit another. However, astrology is 
sprinkled throughout popular culture. We’ll take a tour 
through astrology in some surprising places during the 
last 60 years, including manga, computer games and 
television.

Mandi Lockley – Somewhere to Call Home 
Sky Room 2
In 1930, with transiting Pluto conjunct the UK’s 10th 
House Cancer Moon, The Housing Act transformed 
housing with the construction of 700,000 state-owned 
homes. This talk tracks social housing up to the Grenfell 
tragedy, when transiting Pluto opposed both its 1930 
placement and the UK’s Moon.

Mark Jones – True Power: the Nature and Purpose of 
the Outer Planets     Sky Room 5
Mark will take the work of Dane Rudhyar as a foundation 
of how to explore the purpose and meaning of the outer 
planets. He will then show how these modern astrological 
powerhouses reveal the essence of the transformational 
power of the human life.

John Green – The Day the Earth Stood Still? 
Sky Room 6
In December 2017, Saturn moved into Capricorn, joining 
Pluto, and by May 2018 Uranus will enter Taurus. With 
three planets ensconced in Earth signs, what lies ahead? 
In this talk we look to the past and the future exploring 
what these signify astrologically for us and our planet.

Christian Koeing – By the Rivers of Babylon: How 
the Belly Helps to Improve Thinking     Forrest Room 
Generally, two astrological approaches exist: an abstract, 
chart-based one and the pictorial Babylonian sky-
viewing approach. Neither of the two brain-hemispheres 
is better. Babylonian sky-viewing is still astonishingly 
accurate and can support contemporary astrology.

12.30pm – 1.30pm Lunch (Last chance to buy books and 
visit the astrological garden)

1.30pm – 2.30pm Choose between:

Marilena Marino – Diamond Tips for Social Media: 
Strategies to Sparkle, Shine and Endure Online
Sky Room 1
Social Media has become a powerful springboard for 
astrology – with many astrologers building successful 
practices through the astute exploitation of these novel 
platforms. This talk will show you How to #do it_right 
and how to tell your #FollowFridays apart from your 
#Like4Likes.

Mike Harding – Diamonds or Rocks: Acts of 
Interpretation     Sky Room 2
The Greeks called the planets ‘wandering rocks’, but 
how do we interpret their possible meanings? We shall 
explore what is involved in making sense of astrology’s 
world view: what theories or techniques hold us, how 
are we situated within them, and the part the world itself 
plays.

Geoffrey Cornelius – Daimons are Forever
Sky Room 5
At the brilliant centre of our craft is the ancient concept 
of an intelligent and volitional universe, continuously 
in league with the microcosm of the soul. We look at 
the troubled history of the daimon, its implications for 
consciousness, and its faltering recovery in the self-
narrative of modern astrology.

Christeen Skinner – From Carbon to Diamonds to 
Graphene     Sky Room 6
Christeen will review the astrology of trading with an 
emphasis on trading energy stocks, precious metals and 
the new and growing sectors encompassing the world of 
cryptocurrencies and cutting-edge technologies.

Jane Ridder-Patrick – The Body Speaks its Mind
Forrest Room
What you think, you are – and nowhere is this truer than 
in the body. Just how closely our symptoms and sensations 
mirror our inner lives can be breathtaking. Using case 
studies, we will examine the mind–body connections in 
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the mutable signs and explore possible remedial actions 
suggested by astrological symbolism. 

2.45pm – 3.45pm Choose between:

Adrian Ross Duncan – The Journey     Sky Room 1
Due to the unique alignment of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus 
and Neptune, Voyager 1 and 2 (launched in 1977) were 
able to familiarize everyone on Earth with these planets 
and their moons. Adrian will show how this outer 
journey became an inner process of enlightenment and 
discuss their social and political repercussions on Earth.

Trudie Charles – Astrological Physiognomy by Charles 
Harvey and Others     Sky Room 2
The AA Library holds a large body of archive material 
on the subject of astrological physiognomy, a fascinating 
topic that attempts to link facial shaping and expressions 
to natal chart factors. Trudie will offer insights into this 
intriguing branch of astrology.

Richard Swatton – The Planets as Realisations
Sky Room 5
Unless truly ‘realised’ as genuine facts of our being, the 
planets will remain as mere interesting topics of study. 
In this talk, Richard discusses the planets as stages 
of developing consciousness in the process of self-
realisation.

Chris Mitchell  – Diamonds and Demons     Sky Room 6
The Picatrix is a 1000-year-old magical and astrological 
grimoire. Chris Mitchell will look at this ancient tome 
and show how you can find true love, summon demons 
and forge magical talismans using everyday ingredients 
such as diamonds and leopard fat.

Clare Martin – Astrology and Alchemy:  The Marriage 
of Heaven and Earth     Forrest Room
One of Jung’s greatest achievements was to recognise 
the psychological significance of alchemical symbolism.  
Astrological practice can be fruitfully aligned with the 
imaginative and startlingly visual landscape described 
by the western mystical alchemists, lending our astrology 
a particular method and purpose, as an initiatory art, a 
science of the soul.

PLENARY 

4pm – 4.45pm     Wokefield Suite

Barbara Dunn – ‘Physick cannot well exist without 
Astrology, but Astrology can without Physick’: 
the methodologies of Geoffrey-Le-Neve (1579-
1634) ‘practitioner in Physicke, and student in the 
Mathimaticks’
Over two millennia medicine and astrology were 
interrelated aetiological pursuits. Galen praised the 
Egyptians who had united astrology and medicine, 
whilst in mediaeval universities astrology occupied an 
important place in curricula. This lecture examines the 
various types of astrological–medical methodologies, in 

particular those of Geoffrey-Le-Neve, author of ‘Vindicta 
Astrologiae Judiciariae’, or ‘The Vindication of Judiciarie 
Astrologie’ (MS Ashmole 418) and ‘A Newe Almanacke 
and Prognostication’ (1604-1625, Yarmouth).

Close and Tea

CODE OF CONDUCT
At the AA Conference we invite delegates to join 
our astrological events in a spirit of curiosity, 
friendliness, open-mindedness, and respect. 
We ask that all of you agree to the following 
code of conduct:

1. To encourage high standards of 
professional practice; to advocate and 
apply high ethical standards; to act 
with integrity and not bring astrology, 
the AA or its affiliates into disrepute.

2. To respect the customs, practices, 

culture, diversity and personal 
approaches of others in their work.

3. To communicate in a respectful 

way towards others; to not harm or 
threaten to harm anyone; to not make 
any inappropriate sexual advances 
or sexual innuendo towards anyone. 
Homophobia, racism, sexism or 
behaviour that discriminates against 
an individual or group will not be 
tolerated.

4. To respect others’ privacy, including 

taking photos (or requesting selfies) 
from people you do not know.

5. To not record lectures.

Should anybody seek assistance please contact 
AA board trustees Trudie Charles or Angela 
Cornish. The AA reserves the right to bar any 
person who violates our Code of Conduct from 
attending an AA Conference in its entirety or in 
part without a refund.
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Robert Anderson, FMAAT, DMS Astrol, 
FAPAI, is a retired financial manager who 
has been active in astrology since the mid 
1980s. He supports local astrology groups 
and is an astrology consultant in the West 
Country. He is Treasurer and Webmaster 
for the APAI and Treasurer for the AA. 
He holds a distinction diploma from the 
Mayo School of Astrology and diplomas 
in complementary therapies. Robert is a 
trustee of the Plymouth Natural Health & 
Healing Centre.

Lynn Bell is a consulting astrologer who 
specialises in psychological and archetypal 
astrology. A long time tutor for the CPA, 
Lynn now teaches online for MISPA and 
Astrology University, as well as for the FAS, 
the LSA and many groups worldwide. She 
is the author of ‘Planetary Threads’ and 
‘Cycles of Light’ and winner of the 2016 
Charles Harvey Award. For many years, she 
has been on the faculty of the New Chartres 
School and CMED.

Nicholas Campion is Associate Professor in 
Cosmology and Culture, and Director of the 
Sophia Centre for the Study of Cosmology in 
Culture at the University of Wales Trinity 
Saint David. He is Programme Director of 
the University’s distance-learning, online 
MA in Cultural Astronomy and Astrology. 
His books include the two-volume ‘History 
of Western Astrology’ (London: Continuum, 
2008, 2009) and ‘Mundane Astrology’ with 
Michael Baigent and Charles Harvey (1984).

Wade Caves is an astrological consultant 
and educator specializing in horary, 
electional and classical astrological 
technique. Wade received his certification 
as a horary practitioner from Deborah 
Houlding’s School of Traditional Astrology 
(STA), and now serves as a faculty member 
and tutor for the STA in North America. Prior 
to this, he was certified with distinction 
from the Mayo School of Astrology and is 
well-versed in both traditional and modern 
psychological methods of chart delineation.

Christine Chalklin is a professional 
astrologer, Bach Flower Essence 
practitioner and motivational life coach. 
Her focus is on helping individuals make 
the most of their talents and potential, 
ultimately reconnecting them with their 
authentic selves. Christine believes that 
the link between Bach Flower Essences 
and astrology provides her clients with the 
opportunity to gain a deeper awareness of 
themselves. Christine is a council member 
of the AA and a tutor for the Mayo School.

Trudie Charles has a background in 
teaching and community work. She 
came to astrology under a Uranus–Pluto 
transit to her luminaries, and her second 
Saturn Return also brought a sense of new 
beginnings. She has been studying astrology 
ever since, as well as supporting local 
groups. Becoming the AA’s librarian five 
years ago has allowed her to be involved 
with the wider astrological community 
through sharing the library’s immense 
repository of astrological knowledge. 

Frank Clifford is a consultant astrologer-
palmist who lectures internationally, 
runs the London School of Astrology, and 
writes for (and guest edits) ‘The Mountain 
Astrologer’. He has written 12 volumes, 
including ‘Getting to the Heart of Your 
Chart’ and ‘Palmistry 4 Today’. Frank won 
a writing award from ISAR in 2016 and The 
Charles Harvey Award in 2012. He recently 
launched a series of online courses and 
published a new textbook for students. 
www.frankclifford.co.uk

Frances Clynes has been a practising 
astrologer since 1987. Her qualifications 
include the Diploma from the Faculty of 
Astrological Studies (for whom she is an 
online lecturer and a distance learning 
tutor), an MA in Cultural Astronomy and 
Astrology, and a PhD from the Sophia 
Centre, where she is also a tutor. In addition, 
she is a council member of the Astrological 
Association and the Faculty of Astrological 
Studies.

Geoffrey Cornelius has a background 
in philosophy, and is an astrological 
supervisor and teacher. He is well known 
for his advocacy of divination and for 
the recovery of the katarche, an omen-
reading and participatory understanding of 
practical astrology. In 1983 he co-founded 
the Company of Astrologers with Maggie 
Hyde and other leading astrologers. He has 
a PhD in Religious Studies and teaches on 
the Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred MA at 
Canterbury Christ Church University.

Angela Cornish has practised and taught 
astrology in classes, talks and workshops 
for many years. Her special interests are 
horary and forecasting techniques. She 
holds a diploma from the Mayo School 
of Astrology and a diploma of traditional 
horary astrology from the STA. She is 
currently an online tutor for the STA, a 
trustee of the Astrological Association and 
a council member of the Association of 
Professional Astrologers International.
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Darby Costello has been an astrologer for 
a very long time. She studied in America, 
began practising in Africa and has been 
reading charts, lecturing and teaching 
in London since the early 1980s. She has 
written several books and in 2006 she 
received a Master’s Degree in Cultural 
Astrology and Astronomy from Bath Spa 
University. She travels and teaches all over 
the world. Her worldwide clientele is the 
heart of her life as an astrologer. 

Adrian Ross Duncan is author of ‘Doing 
Time on Planet Earth’ and ‘Astrology: 
Transformation and Empowerment’ and 
designed and wrote the World of Wisdom 
astrology programs. He was President of the 
Copenhagen Astrology Society from 1985 
to 1992 and was editor of ‘The Astrological 
Journal’ from 1997 to 2000. His work can 
be seen today at www.astrowow.com. His 
AstroClock app is available on iPhone and 
iPad.

Barbara Dunn is a PhD candidate at 
Exeter University, in receipt of a doctoral 
studentship from the Wellcome Trust. 
Her research is primarily concerned 
with astrological-medical methodologies, 
practices and practitioners in early modern 
England (c.1580–1700). She is author of 
‘Horary Astrology Re-Examined’ (2009) 
and Principal of the Qualifying Horary 
Practitioner (QHP), teaching students 
worldwide. She was formerly a media 
astrologer for titles such as ‘Cosmopolitan’, 
‘Woman’s Own’ and ‘Sunday Mirror’.

Astrid Fallon has been a professional 
astrologer since 1985, specialising in 
the graphic representation of planetary 
motions. This lead her to interpreting 
declination matters. She is the author of 
‘Planetary Cycles at a Glance’, ‘Graphic 
Ephemeris for Forecasts 1960–2060’, 
‘Precise Planetary Phenomena 1920–2040’, 
the ‘CD-ROM 1000–2100’ and the annual 
‘Rainbow Ephemeris and Astrologie en 3D’. 
Her website is at www.fallonastro.com

Sue Merlyn Farebrother, DFAstrolS, MA, 
has been a professional astrologer and tarot 
consultant for many years. She teaches 
astrology for the FAS, where she trained, and 
for the LSA, where she also teaches tarot. 
She is head tutor in a new online astrology 
school (www.academyofastrology.co.uk). 
Sue gained a dissertation distinction in 
the Cultural Astronomy and Astrology MA. 
Following ‘Astrology Decoded’ (2013), she is 
currently working on a new book for Rider. 
www.suemerlyn.com 

Kim Farnell has been President of the 
Astrological Lodge of London since 2008 
and has lectured widely at conferences in 
the UK, US, Poland and Serbia, and appeared 
on TV and radio as an astrologer. She is the 
author of several books and holds an MA in 
Cultural Astronomy and Astrology.

John Frawley has been a full-time teacher 
and practitioner of astrology since 1994, 
with clients and students around the 
world. He is author of ‘The Real Astrology’ 
(Spica Award: International Book of the 
Year), ‘The Real Astrology Applied’, ‘The 
Horary Textbook’ and ‘Sports Astrology’. 
He is currently working on a book on natal 
astrology and a collection of essays on the 
astrological patterns underlying various 
pillars of western culture.

Roy Gillett has been the President of the 
Astrological Association since 1999 and has 
organised/spoken at conferences worldwide 
since 1980. Roy began publishing mundane 
forecasts in 1978, firstly in diaries and, 
from 2002, bi-monthly in ‘The Astrological 
Journal’. He also organised the translation 
of two Andre Barbault books into English. 
His own books include ‘The Secret Language 
of Astrology’, ‘Astrology and Compassion: 
the Convenient Truth’, ‘Economy Ecology & 
Kindness’ and ‘Reversing the Race to Global 
Destruction’.

John Green, D.Psych.Astrol., has been 
involved with astrology for over 25 
years and is the director of the Mercury 
Internet School of Psychological Astrology 
(MISPA), which offers a diploma course in 
psychological astrology. John studied at the 
CPA, qualifying with their certificate and 
diploma. He is the author of the synastry 
book ‘Do You Love Me? The Astrology of 
Relationships’ (2015) and was the editor 
of ‘The Astrological Journal’ from 2008 to 
2013.

David Hamblin is a former Chairman of the 
AA and a former FAS tutor, and is the author 
of ‘Harmonic Charts’ (1983) and ‘The Spirit 
of Numbers’ (2011). He has also worked as 
a psychotherapist, having been trained in 
psychosynthesis. www.davidhamblin.net

Mike Harding is an existential 
psychotherapist and consultant astrologer. 
He is a senior lecturer and supervisor at 
Regent’s University, and has chaired the AA, 
the Association of Professional Astrologers 
and the Society for Existential Analysis. 
Mike is the author of ‘Hymns to the 
Ancient Gods’ and co-author with Charles 
Harvey of ‘Working With Astrology’. He 
has written many articles on technical 
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and philosophical aspects of astrology, 
and published papers on contemporary 
language theory and psychoanalysis.

Liz Hathway, MA, DFAstrolS, is a horary 
craftswoman and an independent 
researcher with a special interest 
in rituals, sacred space, magic and 
transformation. Born in the Welsh valleys, 
Liz is a professional astrologer and trend 
watcher who currently lives and works in 
Amsterdam.

Maggie Hyde (MA) is interested in the 
relation of psychoanalysis to divination. A 
co-founder and tutor for the Company of 
Astrologers, she is also a media astrologer, 
continuously in print in UK newspapers or 
magazines for over 25 years. Maggie is a 
guest lecturer on the Myth, Cosmology and 
the Sacred MA at Canterbury Christ Church 
University. Her books include ‘Jung and 
Astrology’, ‘Introducing Jung’, ‘Astrology for 
Beginners’ (with Geoffrey Cornelius) and 
‘The Symbolic Attitude’ (2018).

Mark Jones is an astrologer, 
psycho - synthesis therapist and 
hypnotherapist based in South Wales. 
He works with clients and students 
worldwide, and is a regular speaker 
and workshop leader in North America. 
Mark’s first book, ‘Healing the Soul: Pluto, 
Uranus and the Lunar Nodes’, explains 
his approach. Mark’s second book, ‘The 
Soul Speaks: the Therapeutic Power of 
Astrology’, explores the transformative 
power of the natal chart reading. Mark 
offers transformative mentoring as well as 
readings.

Babs Kirby, MA, DFAstrolS, FIAPA, went to 
her first astrology seminar in 1976, which 
was on harmonics and midpoints and 
given by Charles Harvey. It was way out 
of her depth but she’s been immersed in 
the astrological world ever since, serving 
on various committees over the years. 
Currently she’s a Urania Trust trustee. Babs 
retired as a psychotherapist in 2011 and has 
been messing about with clay ever since. 
www.babskirby.com 

Sharon Knight has worked as a professional 
astrologer for nearly 30 years. Initially, 
studying with the Faculty and passing the 
intermediate diploma, she then qualified as 
a QHP with Olivia Barclay. She gained her 
MA in Cultural Astronomy and Astrology 
in 2004. She’s a Fellow of the Association of 
Professional Astrologers International and 
is Chair of the association. Sharon is a tutor 
on the QHP course and has her own course 
teaching traditional astrology. 

Christian König has studied astrology for 
35 years. He is a certified astrologer of the 
German Astrological Association (DAV) and 
has an astrological clientele. He lectures in 
Europe and Asia and publishes regularly 
in astrological magazines. His passion is 
the holistic view of the sky (fixed stars, 
constellations, planets). Christian holds a 
degree in psychology and works as a depth 
psychologist and trauma therapist.

Astrid Bernadette Leimlehner, a native 
Austrian and practising astrologer since 
1992, studied psychology at the University 
of Salzburg in the 1990s. She holds an MA 
(with distinction) in Cultural Astronomy 
and Astrology, won the 2016 Alumni 
Association MA CAA Dissertation Prize, and 
spoke at the 2016 and 2017 Sophia Centre 
conferences.

Mandi Lockley is a London-based 
astrologer. As well as seeing clients, she 
teaches for the Academy of Astrology. She 
has written extensively on astrology and her 
articles have appeared in ‘The Astrological 
Journal’, ‘Infinity Astrological Magazine’, 
on Astrodienst and on her Astroair blog, 
which was launched in 2009.

Marilena Marino has many years’ 
experience in technology leadership and 
communication roles for major TV brands. 
An avid astrologer since childhood, Marilena 
completed her studies at the London School 
of Astrology in 2017, when she also founded 
SparkAstrology.com, started collaborating 
with several astrological publications, and 
became the Student Liaison Officer for the 
Astrological Association.

Clare Martin has as MA in Integrative 
Psychotherapy and Counselling.  She has 
been an astrological teacher and lecturer 
since 1990 and was President of the Faculty 
of Astrological Studies for nine years.  
Clare is author of ‘Mapping the Psyche’, a 
three-volume introduction to psychological 
astrology.

Sue Martin has practised and taught 
astrology for over thirty years, combining 
astrological wisdom with vibrational 
medicine. Since 2008 she has been studying 
and exploring the interconnection between 
DNA and astrology. This 21st century 
‘Cosmo-Biology’ holds the key to our health, 
wholeness and evolution, and her latest 
book ‘Divine Design: Worlds Within Worlds’ 
gives insight into this whole new field and 
dimension of astrology.
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Raymond Merriman is a financial 
astrologer whose reports have served 
traders since 1981. He has written 
several books relating financial markets 
to geocosmic studies, including the five-
volume series ‘The Ultimate Book on 
Stock Market Timing’ (1997–2011). He also 
authored ‘Evolutionary Astrology’ and ‘The 
Solar Return Book of Prediction’. He has 
been the recipient of two Regulus Awards 
(including a lifetime honour) and served as 
ISAR President from 1994–2000, 2002–2008, 
and 2015–2017.

Chris Mitchell is studying for a PhD at 
the University of Leicester in medieval 
astrology, and has an MA in Cultural 
Astronomy and Astrology. He has been 
actively involved in promoting and teaching 
astrology for 20 years and has given talks to 
groups and conferences in Europe and the 
US.

Victor Olliver, BA, DMS Astrol (natal 
and mundane), MAPAI, is editor of ‘The 
Astrological Journal’. A media astrologer 
with two weekly horoscope columns 
(human and pets) in ‘The Lady’, he turned 
to astrology late in life after a career as an 
editor and award-winning features writer 
for ‘The Times’, ‘Marie Claire’ and many 
other publications. His interview with 
David Tredinnick MP in his debut ‘Journal’ 
as editor (early 2015) prompted national 
newspaper headlines and controversy.

Jane Ridder-Patrick, PhD, has trained 
as a pharmacist, naturopath, herbalist, 
psychotherapist and historian. She writes, 
consults and lectures on astrology (its 
history and present-day psychological 
and medical applications) in the UK and 
internationally. She practises in Edinburgh, 
where she also teaches astrology. For her 
PhD thesis from the University of Edinburgh, 
she researched the history of Scottish 
astrology. Her best-known publication is ‘A 
Handbook of Medical Astrology’.

Sonal Sachdeva is an Astrologer, Speaker 
and a Filmmaker/Videographer. She 
practises Vedic astrology, studying under 
the celebrated Vedic Astrologer Pandit 
Sanjay Rath. She is currently the Resident 
Jyotish at Watkins Books. She created 
Astro Essences, a line of Astrological 
Aromatherapy products using the 
traditional wisdom of Ayurveda, Astrology 
and principles of Aromatherapy.  (www.
CircleofDivineAstrology.com) 

Wanda Sellar, Dip.Astrol., QHP, is a past 
president of the Astrological Lodge and 
currently its programme organiser. She 
has edited the AA’s ‘Astrology & Medicine 
Newsletter’ for over 20 years and written 
three books on astrology, the last entitled 
‘Introduction to Decumbiture’. She is the 
Principal of the Iceni Medical Astrology 
Course.

Christeen Skinner is author of ‘The 
Financial Universe’, ‘Exploring the Financial 
Universe’ and ‘The Beginner’s Guide to the 
Financial Universe’. She is a director of 
Cityscopes London, a company specialising 
in future-casting, and a trustee of the Urania 
Trust, a Director of the Alexandria I-base, 
Chair of the Advisory Board of NCGR, and 
former Chair of the AA. From an earlier 
career as a professional musician, she 
remains interested in planetary geometry 
and harmonics.

Wendy Stacey, BA, MA, Dip LSA, is the 
Principal of the international Mayo School 
of Astrology and tutor for the London School 
of Astrology. She has been the Chairperson 
for the Astrological Association since 2002. 
Wendy has written over 50 articles in ‘The 
Astrological Journal’ and is the author of 
‘Consulting with Astrology’ and ‘Uranus 
Square Pluto’. In 2014 Wendy was the 
recipient of The Charles Harvey Award for 
‘Exceptional Service to Astrology’. www.
wendystacey.com

Richard Swatton, MA Psychotherapy, Dip 
CPA, is a professional psychotherapist and 
musician who has been studying astrology 
for forty years. He became a professional 
astrologer after graduating from the CPA 
in 1988 and has since lectured widely. He 
is now on the staff of the London School of 
Astrology, where he teaches forecasting, 
horary and psychological astrology. His 
first publication was ‘From Symbol to 
Substance’ (2012), and his new book is ‘The 
Horary Process’ (2018).

Jenn Zahrt, PhD, is an author, publisher 
and historian of astrology. She has taught 
and lectured in the United Kingdom, the 
United States, Canada, Germany, and India. 
Zahrt founded and runs Revelore Press, and 
co-runs the Sophia Centre Press with Dr 
Nicholas Campion. She hails from Seattle, 
WA. www.jennzahrt.com
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First Issue and Editor: Joan Rodgers
First ‘Letters to the Editor’; first article from Charles E.O. Carter
First article by John Addey: The Astrology of the Birth of Christ
First ‘Book Reviews’ 
Astrology and Music (Philip T. Barford)
Uranus and Earthquakes (Wing Commander F. Boyd Crawford)
Heliocentric Astrology (W. Sucher)
A Comparison of Astrology and Psychology (Katina Theodossiou)
Esoteric Astrology (Hans Genuit)
The Scientific Starting Point in Astrology (John Addey)
The Use of Astrology in Naturopathic Practice (A.W. Priest)
The Horoscope of William Blake (V.Z. Pompeii)
Charles E.O. Carter: Seventy-Fifth Birthday Tribute (John Addey)
Johann Kepler (Elizabeth Large)
First Obituary: Mrs Charles Carter
Editor: John M. Addey; Synastry (Ingrid Lind)
The Long Stay of Mars in Leo (Dane Rudhyar)
First article by Dennis Elwell: The Referend of Uranus
The Man Who Changed the Face of the World (R. Marshall Harmer)
Shakespeare’s Attitude to Astrology (John Addey)
Lincoln and Darwin (Joan Rodgers)
The Two Zodiacs (Joan Hodgson)
Richard Lion Heart (Martin Harvey)
Journal Questionnaire; Kipling and Astrology (John Addey)
The Horoscope of Gurdjieff (R.C. Davison)
First ‘Continental Commentary’ (Ronald F. Harvey)
First ‘Students Section’; Symbols of the Zodiac (Dennis Elwell)
Some Aspects of Business Forecasting (L.I. Hunt)
First article by Charles Harvey: Zodiacal Physiognomy
Basic Astrology in Aztec Mexico (C.A. Burland)
Red Rose and White (Martin Harvey)
Astrology and Heredity (James Russell)
Astrological Twins (John Addey)
Is Astrology on the Wrong Track? (Dennis Elwell)
The Somerset Zodiac (Ruth Hale Oliver)
First ‘Data Section’; first article from Chester Kemp: Degree Symbols
Some Thoughts on the Origin of the Houses (Ronald F. Harvey)
Astrology and Music (Ian F. Finlay)
Genetic Sensitivity at the Time of Birth (Michel Gauquelin)
10th AA anniversary; ‘Some Objections to Astrology Stated and 
Answered’ (Charles E.O. Carter) and the announcement of 
Correlation; first article by Julia Parker: The Complete Half-circle
Charles E.O. Carter – An Obituary (John M. Addey)
Guest Editor: F.S. Matthews; The Great Dance (Elizabeth Large)
The Astrology of Sexual Deviancy (C.C. Gosselin)
The Tendency to Homosexuality in the Birth Chart (Ruth Hale Oliver)
Margaret E. Hone – An Obituary (Jeff Mayo)
Cyril Fagan – An Obituary (Brigadier R.C. Firebrace)
Astrology and Literature (Mike Stott)
Medical Astrology (Christopher Cressey)
The Practice of Synastry (Sheila Geddes)
Guest Editors: F.S. Matthews and Joyce Collin-Smith; first inclusion 
of Transit (Ed. Patrick Harding), and Correlation (Ed. Arthur Mather)
The Sidereal Zodiac (Brigadier R.C. Firebrace)
Guest Editors: Joyce Collin-Smith and F.S. Matthews
Where Opposites Meet (Patrick Harding)
Guest Editor: Roger Elliot; The Illiterate Science (Roger Elliot)
Guest Editors: Joyce Collin-Smith and F.S. Matthews
The Moon and Childbirth (Margaret Millard)
Joint Editors: Zach Matthews and Joyce Collin-Smith
First article by Pam Bennett (later Crane): A Chapter of Revelations
Editor: Zach Matthews; The Embodied Sun (Dennis Elwell)
The Astrological Chart as a Character Map (Michael C. Heleus)
Astrology and Society (Charles Harvey)
First article by Liz Greene: Chart Comparison
Electional Astrology (Dr. Chandrasekhar G. Thakkur)
Astrology & The Psychic Faculty (Rose Elliot)
Brigadier R.C. Firebrace – An Obituary (John Addey)
The Harmony of the Spheres (Ronald Harvey)
The Age of Aquarius (Joan Rodgers)
Eclipses: Missing Keys to Prediction (Eugene Moore)
A Personal View of the 1975 Conference (Alexander Markin)
A Defense of Popular Astrology (Charles Jayne)
The Correspondence of Metals and Planets (Nick Kollerstrom)
A Case of Reincarnation Examined Astrologically (Patrick Curry)
Guest Editor: Pam Bennett; Sting of the Scorpion (Dennis Elwell)
The Tarot and Its Astrological Correspondence (Cordelia Mansall)
The Road to Kathmandu (Sagicorn)
An Attempt at Solving the House Problem (Joseph R. Frederici)
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Summer
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First ‘Beginners’ Section’; Multi-dimensional Transits (Dennis Elwell)
The Mid-life Crisis (Jane Malcomson)
Astrologer and Client (Roger Elliot)
Cycles in Action: The Phase Mandala (Patricia Rumsey)
The Outside and Innerside of Astrology (Ronald Harvey)
Conan Doyle and White Eagle Lodge (Joan Hodgson)
Patrick Harding – An Obituary
Astrological Factors and Personality (Jeff Mayo, O. White and Hans 
J. Eysenck); The True Chart of Elvis Presley (Eugene Moore)
Child-Parent Relationships (Jane Malcomson)
First articles by Suzanne Lilley-Harvey: Rudolf Steiner; Lindsay 
Radermacher: Jane – Finding Her Feet in Life; and Howard 
Sasportas: Subpersonalities: Conducting the Orchestra
First articles by Michael Baigent: The Natal Chart of Communist 
Russia; and Paul Wright: The Gutters of Gormenghast
First article by Nick Campion: Charts of Zimbabwe and South Africa
Joint Editors: Zach Matthews and Joyce Collin-Smith; first article by 
Bruno Huber: The Age Progression 
The Asteroids – A New Feminine Mystique (Maritha Pottenger)
Mundane Astrology: A New Approach Needed? (Nick Campion); The 
Synastry of Prince Charles and Lady Diana (Suzanne Lilley-Harvey)
First articles by Olivia Barclay: Zadkiel Debunked!; and A.T. Mann: 
The Life and Death of John Lennon
Editor: Zach Matthews; I Knew John Lennon (Pauline Stone)
The Demonstration of Astrology (Dennis Elwell)
Tribute to John Addey (Charles Harvey)
Prince William (Penny Thornton); The Titanic (Paul Wright)
Elapsed Time Patterns: Freeze-frame Astrology (Pamela Crane)
Galactic Centre and Beyond: Signposts to Evolution (Charles Harvey)
Our Silver Jubilee (Charles Harvey and recollections from various)
The Chronometric Compass (Ronald Harvey)
Astrological Reality and the Meaning of Number (David Hamblin)
Thank God for Astrology (Karen Brewer); Astro*Radionics (Tad Mann)
Wounds that Make Us Wise – Part I (Howard Sasportas)
Astrology: The Feminine Science (Roy Alexander)
The Wounder Healer – Part I (Eve Jackson)
Happy Birthday Rudhyar – and Thanks (Leyla Raël)
The Fixed Stars in Natal Astrology – Part I (Dr Felix Jay)
Guest Editor: Suzanne Lilley-Harvey; Culpeper (Olivia Barclay)
Talking Cure (Maggie Hyde); Healing with Astrology (Ingrid Naiman)
Tradition, Trust and Truth (Dennis Elwell); Dane Rudhyar Obituary
What’s Your Bias? Part I (Terry Dwyer)
The Huber Approach (David Hamblin)
Contemporary Science and Astrology (Rev Laurence L. Cassidy)
The Grand Cross of Natal Astrology (Felix Jay)
How Man is Formed Out of the Cosmos – Part I (Rudolf Steiner)
A New Look at an Old Tool (Margaret Millard)
First article by Melanie Reinhart: In The Shadows of/Age of Aquarius
Mars, Mercury and the Faculty of Speech (Margaret Jonas)
The Astrological Paradigm (Robert Powell)
How Far Can the Future be Predicted (Dennis Elwell)
Astrology and a New Vitalism (Peter Roberts)
Mercury in Deep Water (Adrian Duncan)
The Emergence of an Astrological Discipline (Robert Hand)
Medical Astrology Issue; Guest Editor: Jane Ridder-Patrick
Joint Editors: Zach Matthews and Suzanne Lilley-Harvey; Mars 
Redhead Link (Hill/Thompson); Karma/Relationships (Judy Hall)
Goethe and Astrology (Ken Negus); Black Death (D. Warren-Davis)
Murder, Mayhem and Nodal Conflict (Judy Hall)
Planetary Holons (Dennis Elwell); Families (Tina Whitehead)
Ego, Identity, Consciousness and the Birth Chart (Gaila Yariv)
Uranus and Prometheus – Part I (Richard Tarnas)
Horizontal and Vertical Astrology (Martin Davis)
Proper Relationship of Astrology and Science – Part I (Robert Hand)
Mundane Astrology Issue; Guest Editor: Nick Campion
Reflections – Joseph Campbell (Suzi Lilley-Harvey)
Clusters and Nebulae in Natal Astrology (Felix Jay)
Guest Editor: Jane Ridder-Patrick; Neil Michelsen Obituary
The Gulf Crisis (Nick Campion); Counselling Astrologer (Babs Kirby)
Living Without Astrology – Part I (Lindsay Radermacher)
The Solar Archetype and the Hero’s Journey (Christine Valentine)
Mundane Astrology Issue 2; Guest Editor: Nick Campion
Astrology as a Diagnostic Tool in Psychotherapy (Glenn A Perry)
The Western Mind at the Threshold (Richard Tarnas)
The Passing of Michel Gauquelin – Appreciations (various) 
Interdimensional Astrology (Pamela Crane)
Editor: Suzanne Lilley-Harvey; Astrology/Creativity (C Valentine)
Determining the Constitutional Type (Dr Ingrid Naiman)
Laying Foundations for an Astrology of the Higher Self (Rick Moxon)
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Guest Editor: Graham Bates; Love/Seventh Harmonic (Babs Kirby)
Howard Sasportas Obituary; Generational Aspects (Lynn Bell)
Wake Up – Start Dreaming (Peter Lewis-Bizley)
Mundane Astrology Issue 3; Guest Editor: Charles Harvey
Gestalt, Astrology/Group Dynamics of Our Time (Darby Costello)
Saturn–Pluto and the New York Stock Market (Bill Meridian)
Vesta and the Planetoid Belt (Hans-Hinrich Taeger)
Guest Editor: Roger Elliot; Elias Ashmole (Ruth Clydesdale)
Roger Elliot Obituary; Did Earth Speak to Alfred Watkins (Brian Taylor)
History of Astrology Issue; Guest Editor: Nicholas Campion
Losing Our Causes – Part I (Michael Harding)
Living with the Gods – Part II (Jan Lee)
Shakespeare Revisited (Neal Meredith)
The Sacred Marriage: Sun–Moon/Neolithic Message (Robin Heath)
Family Patterns (Bernadette Brady); O.J. Simpson (Sue Ward)
The Uses and Abuses of the History of Astrology (Annabella Kitson)
Astrology & Literature Issue; Derek Appleby Obituary (Nick Campion)
Birth of Christ (Pamela Crane); Jim Lewis Obituary (various)
Pluto in Sagittarius (Brian Clark and others)
Guest Editor: Robin Heath; The Picatrix: Lunar Mansions (Ian Freer)
Astrology & Psychology Issue; Joan Hodgson, Patric Walker Obits
Editor: Robin Heath; Pluto–Sagittarius/Uranus–Aquarius Issue
Tasting the Moment (Caroline Norris)
Richard Dawkins’ Attack on Astrology (Nick Campion)
Astrology and Psychic Protection (Judy Hall)
Special Foundations/Astrology Issue; Guest Editor: Prudence Jones
The Birth of Jesus Christ (Wim Weehuizen)
The Need for Traditional Astrology (Olivia Barclay)
Search for Faith (Nick Campion); Salman Rushdie (Adrian Duncan)
Galactic Alignments (James A. Roylance); Horary (Richard Swatton)
China (Jenni Harte); Hong Kong: The End of Empire (Nick Campion)
Noel Tyl Interview; The Astrology of Serial Killers (Lesley Griffiths)
Nessus (Robert van Heeran); Truth of Astrology (Mike Harding)
Editor: Adrian Ross Duncan; Christeen Skinner Interview
Astrology/Holographic Paradigm (J. Encke); Alexander Ruperti Obit
Pamela Crane Interview; Rahu Ketu Shadow Planets (Komilla Sutton)
Jeff Mayo Obituary; D.H. Lawrence (Robert Chandler)
Neptune and the Picture Palaces (Loretta Proctor)
Roy Gillett Interview; Transsexuality (Simon Wickham-Smith)
Komilla Sutton Interview; Astrology of the Euro (Roy Gillett)
Nostradamus and the 1999 Eclipse (Nick Campion)
Nick Campion Interview; Pholus and Nessus (Penny Steffen)
Scottish Parliament (Caroline Gerard); Columbine (Andrew Smith)
Mars–Pluto and the Outbreak of Violence (Gerald Finn)
A Country with Janus Face: Turkey and Europe (Hakan Kirkoglu)
Two Thousand Years of Solitude (Garry Phillipson); Bruno Huber Obit
Harmonices Mundi (Ronald Harvey); Freud (Mark Shulgasser)
Charles Harvey Memorial Issue; Anima Mundi (Charles Harvey)
Stock Market Cycles (Ray Merriman); The Pope (Bernadette Brady)
US Presidential Elections (J. Lee Lehman); Canada (Shelagh Kendal)
General Election (Nick Campion); Harry Potter (Neil Spencer)
Editor: Gerasime Patilas; Sunset Boulevard (Paul F Newman)
Pluto/Film Directors (Ulla Palomaki); Roman Empire (Herb Kugel)
Astrology/Fearless Contemplation of Change (Greg Bogart)
Olivia Barclay Obituary; The European Union (Adrian Duncan)
Guest Editor: Adam Smith; Dialogue Garry Phillipson & Dennis Elwell
World Trade Centre Attack (Valerie Jeffery)
Timothy McVeigh (Mangai Balasegaram)
The Astrology of Grief (Darrelyn Gunzburg)
Astrology in Modern World (Roy Gillett); Zach Matthews Obit
Pluto’s Discovery Chart and the Aftermath of 9/11 (Brian Taylor)
Planets: Myth & Reality (Julia Parker); Saturn–Pluto (Simon Pople)
Archetypes in Prediction (Robert Zoller); Caesareans (Wendy Stacey)
The Gulf War (Jamie Macphail); Mozart (Shelley Jordan)
Uranus in Pisces (Melanie Reinhart, Steven Forrest, Mark Beal)
Darrelyn Gunzberg Interview; Cosmobiology (Baldur R. Ebertin)
Desire and the Stars (Darby Costello); Chiron Cycle (Brian Clark)
Astrology of Aviation (Hedley England); Olivier (Rupert J. Sewell)
Heaven Obscured (Darby Costello); US and Uranus (Armand Diaz)
Fixed Stars (Bernadette Brady); Lilly Plaque (Anthony Demetris)
Above the Below (Laura Boomer-Trent); Sweden (Mark Beal)
Five Degrees (Garry Phillipson); Peer Group Work (Bob Mullligan)
US Election (Fenella Mallalieu); Middle East (Hakan Kirkoglu)
Fate and How to Avoid It (Dennis Elwell); Lots (James Brockbank)
Re-enchanting Astrology (Patrick Curry); Sophia Centre Graduation
George W Bush (Elizabeth Hathway); Earth’s rulership (Chrissy Philp)
Virgo (Lynn Bell); Lilith (Grazia Mirti); Tarot/Astrology (Hajo Banzhaf)
Aspect Patterns (Joyce Hopewell); Nodal/Eclipse (Georgia Stathis)
Combustion (H. Avelar & L. Ribeiro); Disenchantment (Dharmaruci)
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Saturn in Leo (Georgia Stathis, Adrian Duncan, Raye Robertson)
Globalisation and the Uranus–Neptune Conjunction (Andre Barbault)
Declination (Paul Newman); Periods/Ascensions (James Brockbank)
Power Points (Bill Meridian); Diurnal Motion (Glenda Cole)
Three Planets, Four Movements (Maurice McCann)
The Cult Musician and the Puer (John Etherington)
Elvis (Wendy Bristow); Progressed Venus Synastry (Paul Westran)
Tertiary Progressions (Dawne Kovan); Pluto RIP (Nick Kollerstrom)
Seeing in the Dark (Melanie Reinhart); Eichmann (Nestor Almada)
The Crystal Zodiac (Judy Hall); Lilly and Charles I (John S Dawson)
Lennon–McCartney (Paul Newman); Via Combusta (Henrike Mayer)
Handwriting (Darrelyn Gunzburg); Nietzsche–Foucault (Brian Taylor)
Religious Belief (Kevin Briggs); Salvation Army (Alex Trenoweth)
History of the Zodiac (Robert Powell); Walt Disney (Valerie Jeffery)
Besiegement (Helena Avelar); Law of Attraction (Dawne Kovan)
Recovering the Garden of Venus (Darby Costello); Moon (Alan Oken)
Earth to Saturn (Lynn Bell); The Goldilocks Effect (Bob Makransky)
AA’s 50th Anniversary (Robin Heath, Nick Campion, Roy Gillett)
Sasportas’ Heroic Journey (Erin Sullivan); Babe Ruth (John Frawley)
Editor: John Green; Divination (Enzo Barilla); Frank Clifford Interview
Journal’s 50th Anniversary; Pluto (Michael Lutin, Melanie Reinhart)
The Music Issue (Jane Struthers, Enid Williams, Pete Watson)
Cambridge Uni (Paul F. Newman); Meryl Streep (Joyce Hopewell)
Questions and Nativities (Barbara Dunn); Childhood (Mavis Klein)
Jupiter–Uranus (Anne Whitaker); Immortal Chart (Wendy Stacey)
Mercury (Bob Makransky); Dwarf Planets (Alison Chester-Lambert)
What is the Tradition in Astrology? (John Frawley)
The Crime Issue (Paul F. Newman, Paul Wright, Glenda Cole)
Solar Arc Directions (Frank Clifford); Ceres and Eris (David Jones)
Birth intervention (Wendy Stacey); Childhood (Laura Andrikopolous)
The Astrologers’ Book Lists – Part 1 (of 5); Lilith (M. Kelley Hunter)
Believing William Lilly (Adrian Cornell); Diana and Africa (Ed Gillam)
Derrick Bird (five astrologers examine his chart and crimes)
The Relationship Issue (Erin Sullivan, Deborah Houlding, Brian Taylor)
Conversing with Heaven (Deborah Houlding); Maurice McCann Obit
Horary Timing (Ema Kurent); Che Guevara (Frances Clynes)
Local Space (Sasha Fenton); Walking with the Fox (Maggie Hyde)
Amy Winehouse (Alex Trenoweth, E. Williams); Lilly (Barbara Dunn)
2012 (Melanie Reinhart, Jenni Harte); Pluto in Virgo (Wendy Stacey)
Rod Suskin Interview; Saturn–Pluto (Anton D’Abreu)
Dementia (Sue Tompkins); The Moon as Soul (Miloslawa Krogulska)
Stellia (Donna Cunningham); Genetics (Robert FitzGerald)
Vocational Branding (Faye Cossar); The Yod (Sue Lewis)
Olympics (Richard Pealling); Neptune in Scorpio (Franco Minatel)
Transit Issue (Lynn Bell, Frank Clifford, Sue Lewis, D. van der Mark)
The Film Issue (Andrea Miles, Joyce Hopewell, Nicola Wood)
The Sex Issue (Mandi Lockley, Jessica Adams, Elizabeth Hathway)
Between Astrologers and Clients (Bob Mulligan)
Archaeoastronomy (Tore Lomsdalen); Michael Baigent Obituary
Inspirations Issue (Jane Ridder-Patrick, Mike Harding, John Green)
Editor: Carole Taylor; Astrology and Imagination (Geoffrey Cornelius)
Classical Perspectives (Dorian Greenbaum, J. Lee Lehman)
Locational Astrology (Erin Sullivan, Robert Currey, Gloria Roca)
The Astrology of Health (Eve Dembowski, Sharon Knight)
Astrology and Research (Mike Harding, Pat Harris, Peter Roberts)
Perspectives on Saturn (Diane Conway, Carol Ferris) 
Editor: Victor Olliver; Power Degrees (Frank Clifford), Sun Sign 
Astrology (Jessica Adams); Dennis Elwell, Joan Quigley Obituaries
Dennis Elwell Tribute; Election (Nicholas Grier, Christina Rodenbeck)
Climate Change (Christoper Kevill); Psychopathology (John Green)
Elizabeth II (Frank Clifford); Debunking the Debunkers (various)
Star Wars (Glenn Perry); Astrology for Teachers (Alex Trenoweth)
M&S (Nicholas Greer); Amazon (Catherine Blackledge)
Welcome to 2016 (Michael Lutin); On Rejection (Marcos Patchett)
Shakespeare (Priscilla Costello); Night and Day (Brian Clark)
Syria (Robert Anderson); 953 Stargazer Horoscopes Examined
Jonathan Cainer Tribute; US Presidential Election (Sue Kientz)
Prince Charles & MA Graduates (Nick Campion); Autism (Paul Mayo)
David Bowie (Tim Burness); Radiance of Venus (Bernadette Brady)
Uranus (Jonathon Clark); Obamacare (Liz Hargreaves)
Fictional People (Simao Cortes); Leonard Cohen (John Etherington)
Progressions (Anne Whitaker); Galactic Centre (Melanie Reinhart)
Jupiter–Saturn in Air (Wendy Stacey); Hellensitic (Chris Brennan)
William and Catherine (Natalie Delahaye); Fashion (Liz Hargreaves)
Prince (Diana McMahon-Collis); Importance of Astrology (Alejo Lopez)
Roy Gillett and Percy Seymour at 80; AA at 60 (various)
Charting the Soul (Rebekah HIrsch); Ceres (Faye Blake)
Diamond Jubilee Issue (Pam Crane, Nick Campion, Wendy Stacey)
Venus and Botticelli (Phoebe Wyss); Martin Luther (Gary Caton)
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conference
Natal Chart
20 Sep 1969, Sat
10:00  CET -1:00
london, United Kingdom
51°N30' 000°W08'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node

Liz Greene
Olivia Barclay

Nicholas Campion
Sue Tompkins

Melanie Reinhart
Geoffrey Cornelius
Bernadette Brady

Dennis Elwell
Robert Hand

Roy Gillett
Deborah Houlding

Bernard Eccles
Frank Clifford

Darby Costello; Richard Llewellyn
Wendy Stacey
Mike Harding

Lynn Bell
Robert Currey

The first conference, ‘The Future of Astrology’, took place on
20 September 1969 from 10am at the Royal Overseas League, 

London SW1.

The first Carter Memorial Lecture began at 7 p.m. on 5 October 1970
at 50 Gloucester Place, London W1.

Ronald Davison (Astrology and Man)
John Addey (The Rebirth of Astrology)
Klara Henderson
Charles Harvey (Astrology and Society)
Dennis Elwell (Astrology and the Awakened Man)
Zipporah Dobyns (Astrology: the Mirror of Life)

Chester Kemp (Composites)
Geoffrey Cornelius (Old Lumps of Rock)
Zach Matthews (Charles Carter)
Chester Kemp (Reflections in Time)
Jeff Mayo (Astrology in the New Age)
Maggie Hyde (Astrology as Signature)
David Hamblin (Astrological Reality and the Meaning of Number)
Derek Appleby (Semper Fidelis)
Howard Sasportas (Friend or Foe? The Nature of Mars in the Birthchart)
Mike Edwards (On the Consolation of Astrology)
Edith Wangemann (Astrology and Preventative Medicine)
Nick Campion (The March of Time)
Robert Hand (The Proper Relationship of Science and Astrology)
Bernard Eccles (In Defence of ‘Sun Sign’ Astrology)
Charles Harvey (Astrology 2001)
Dennis Elwell (From Symbols to Concepts: the Future of Astrology)
Mike Harding (Losing our Causes)
Annabella Kitson (The Uses and Abuses of History)
Liz Greene (Fear, Fundamentalism and the Changing Face of God)
Olivia Barclay & Rose Elliot (The Need for the Traditional Approach)
Lindsay Radermacher (Astrologer as Poet, Reporter and Storyteller)
Mavis Klein (The Psychology of Consciousness)
Roy Gillett (Cleansing Power of Astrology in History, Society and Our Lives)
Bernadette Brady (In Search of Astrological Genes)
Richard Llewellyn (But the Glory of the Garden Lies in More than Meets …)
Julia Parker (The Planets: Myth and Reality)
Darby Costello (Heaven Obscured, Confusion in the People)
Patrick Curry (Astrology and the Re-enchantment of the World)
Andre Barbault (Historical Study of the Uranus–Neptune Cycle)
Sue Tompkins (The Macrocosm–Microcosm Picture Show)
Melanie Reinhart (Pluto ça Change)
Panel of Past Presenters of the Carter Memorial Lecture
John Frawley (The Western Tradition in Astrology)
Deborah Houlding (Conversing With Heaven)
Wendy Stacey (Like That of Leaves is a Generation of Men)
Kim Farnell (Sticky Back Plastic and Bits of String)
Richard Tarnas (The Role of Astrology in a Civilization in Crisis)
Frank Clifford (The Power Degrees of the Zodiac)
Claire Chandler (When an Astrologer Speaks)
Christeen Skinner (The Elegant Universe)
Ana Isabel (Astrology, Life, Light and Meaning)
Lynn Bell (Into the Labyrinth of Stars)
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Natal Chart
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london, United Kingdom
51°N31' 000°W10'
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Placidus
Mean Node

The Carter Memorial Lecture

The
Charles Harvey

Award

for
Exceptional Service

to Astrology

The Charles Harvey Award
for Exceptional Service

to Astrology
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The Faculty of Astrological Studies (FAS) nominates

Brian Clark
 
Brian Clark began his self study of astrology in 1972 in Montreal, taking his first formal astrology class 
with Charles House at Inner Vision in New York City the following year. Since 1984 Brian has been a full-
time consulting astrologer and teacher. Consistently through the years, Brian has been involved with the 

local and global astrological community. He served as President of both the Canadian and Australian national astrological 
associations and currently is the Vice-President and Conference Coordinator for the Federation of Australian Astrologers. 

In 1986 Brian and his partner Glennys Lawton founded Astro*Synthesis, a four-year astrological course that is now a 
comprehensive distance learning programme (www.astrosynthesis.com.au). From 1989 to 2015 the astrological programme 
was housed at the Chiron Centre in Melbourne and became a vital focal point for astrology in Australia, reaching thousands 
of students and providing an ongoing cohesive and structured syllabus with counselling, supervision and applied training. 
Brian has always been passionately involved with astrological education and this continues through interactive tutoring 
and mentoring with his distance learning students and in seminars and retreats throughout Australia and overseas. 

Brian facilitates workshops internationally, most recently in Bali, Switzerland, China and Taiwan. In 2018 he returns to 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur and the FAS Summer School in Oxford. He is the author of numerous articles, books and 
student publications which have been translated into French, German, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin and Spanish. Brian’s 
recent books ‘Vocation’, ‘The Family Legacy’ and ‘From the Moment We Met’ have released in Taiwan and also are self 
published in English with the help of Frank Clifford.

Brian received his BA (Hons) and MA in Classics and Archaeology from the University of Melbourne. His enthusiasm for 
mythology and classics underscores his astrological focus. He has guided over 15 tours to the sacred sanctuaries of ancient 
Greece, particularly those dedicated to healing and divination. Along with his colleague Dr. Peter O’Connor, Brian conducts 
seminars on the Greek tragedies and mythology. 

As a consulting astrologer and educator for most of his adult life, Brian honours astrology as a profound therapeutic, 
divinatory and spiritual modality. Having more time now to write and reflect back on his 40+ years in astrology, Brian is 
writing on astrological imagination and the mysteries of our craft – grateful for the fulfilling vocation that astrology has 
provided to him.

The Astrological Association (AA) and the Qualified Horary Practitioner 
(QHP) nominates 

Dr Jane Ridder-Patrick
Jane has been a significant but quiet leader in the astrological community for three decades as a teacher, 
lecturer, writer, consultant and researcher. Her pioneering and exceptional work has not only raised the 

standing of our craft but generated much interest in medical astrology from astrologers around the globe.

Jane has trained as a pharmacist, naturopath, herbalist, psychotherapist and historian and has applied these skills to her 
astrological practice, published books and teaching techniques. Her groundbreaking title ‘A Handbook of Medical Astrology’ 
(originally published by Arkana) continues to be an influential book in the field, and over the years she has written three, 
12-volume sets for the general public: ’Zodiac Code’ (Mainstream Publishing, 2004), ‘Shaping Your Relationships’ (Brilliant 
Books for Tesco, 2000) and ‘Shaping Your Future’ (Brilliant Books for Tesco, 1999).

Jane holds a PhD in History from the University of Edinburgh entitled ‘Astrology in Early Modern Scotland ca. 1560 to 1726’ 
and gained a diploma from the Faculty of Astrological Studies, where she has guest lectured. Jane has also been a guest 
editor for ‘The Astrological Journal’s’ July-August 1988 issue on medical astrology.

Based in Edinburgh, her endless work in astrology extends to bridging the gap between astrology and other disciplines, and 
this was featured in the latest issue of ‘The Astrological Journal’, where she wrote:

I’ve long been fascinated by the mind-body connection, so I’ve been developing a systematic approach to medical astrology 
that teases out the underlying meaning and psycho-spiritual correlates of an individual’s symptoms, linking this to their 
astrology and then exploring ways of ‘upgrading’ the client’s relationship with the astrological factors involved. It involves 
a fusion of astrology, transpersonal psychology and personal development techniques.
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Jane is currently writing a book on this area and hopes it will be accessible to therapists and health professionals and ‘break 
down the “glass walls” round our craft and let them see the value of our art.’

This year, the AA would like to recognise the tremendous work that Jane has done for astrology in this country and for the 
community worldwide.

The School of Traditional Astrology (STA) nominates 

Dr Lee Lehman
In her four-decade development as an astrologer, Dr. Lee Lehman has made the practical application of 
astrological principles the cornerstone of her work, as testified by her clients, students and peers. Her PhD 
in botany from Rutgers University has been of phenomenal advantage, not just for Lee but for us as well, as 

Lee has used this knowledge to bring classical medical technique and Western herbalism into modern times.

Lee’s published works are well-known and cherished within our community. In 1988, she made her debut with ‘The 
Ultimate Asteroid Book’. One short year later Lee put forward her research on classical methodologies for understanding 
planetary virtue and expression in ‘Essential Dignities’, a text still valued today for its keen insight and straightforward 
language. She leveraged her strength in datasets in compiling her 1992 volume, ‘The Book of Rulerships’ – from epilepsy to 
lavender, here you’ll find the traditional attributions in painstaking detail with references from such historical authors as 
Ptolemy, al-Biruni, Culpeper, Lilly, Gadbury, Partride, Ramesey, and Saunders. It is small wonder that in 1995, Lee was the 
recipient of the Marc Edmund Jones Award, recognizing innovative excellence in the field of astrology.

Her publishing continues from 1996 into the 21st century with ‘Classical Astrology for Modern Living’, ‘The Martial Art 
of Horary Astrology’, ‘Astrology of Sustainability’, ‘Traditional Medical Astrology’, ‘Classical Solar Returns’, ‘The Magic of 
Electional Astrology’. Though this list comprises a quick survey of her published work, it effectively demonstrates Lee’s 
driving passion to share the fruits of her research and labour with fellow learners.

Lee’s dedication to astrological education is evident. She has served as the Vice President of the Board of the Online 
College of Astrology and is the former Academic Dean of Kepler College. Today she teaches at the International Academy 
of Astrology, the Midwest School of Astrology, the Avalon School of Astrology, and Kepler College. In 2016, Lee joined the 
School of Traditional Astrology as a director and developer of curriculum. Her vast tenure in education has enabled her to 
train students in horary, electional and medical astrology the world over, in both live attendance and online formats. Lee’s 
work earned her the 2008 Regulus Award for Education.

It is with great pride and pleasure that the School of Traditional Astrology nominates Dr. Lee Lehman for the Charles 
Harvey Award which recognizes exceptional service to astrology and the astrological community at large.

Astrocollege.com nominates 

Komilla Sutton
Komilla has been instrumental in bringing Vedic astrology to the west, helping western astrologers to 
understand it better and to break down some misconceptions and myths. The use of the Sidereal Zodiac, 
along with the over 5000 year old Nakshatras or Fixed Star Constellations, form the basis of Jyotish. In 

Sanskrit, Jyotisa translates to ‘shining light’. Its etymological meaning is giving the Light of Knowledge of the Sun God, 
Savitur. It is the power to see beyond what is.

Komilla’s great contribution includes the six books she has written: ‘Vedic Love Signs’, ‘Lunar Nodes – Crisis and Redemption’, 
‘Nakshatras: The Stars Beyond the Zodiac’, ‘The Essentials of Vedic Astrology’, ‘Personal Panchanga’ and ‘Indian Astrology’.

She is the co-founder of BAVA (British Association for Vedic Astrology), a non-profit organization that aims to promote 
knowledge of Vedic astrology and encourage a deeper understanding of its spiritual aspects. Komilla is also a member of 
the APAE in the UK and was on the Astrological Association Council for a few years, running the auction at the conference.

Traditionally, all spiritual wisdom teachings, which include Vedic Astrology and others like Ayurveda, are typically learned 
through and passed down by a spiritually advanced teacher (Guru) via a ‘gurukul’ schooling system. Vedic astrological 
teachings are not the only area learned at the feet of the Guru; students are encouraged to live authentically according to 
their Dharma (‘righteous path’). The relationship often proves to be highly propitious, long-lasting and spiritual. Growing 
up in India, Komilla was indeed made aware of this way of learning, and she first saw a Vedic astrologer in 1979 who 
became her Guru, and hence a new career began. Today, Komilla gives consultations, runs courses and organises trips to 
India to see sites that are relevant to Vedic astrology. Her aims are to help people understand themselves, encourage well-
being, emotional stability and to cope in times of crises. Komilla has been at the forefront in bringing the beauty of the solid 
and stable ancient wisdom of Jyotish, which we popularly call ‘Vedic Astrology’, to the west.
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The Centre for Psychological Astrology (CPA) nominates

Alois Treindl 
When we think of those individuals who have made an important contribution to the astrological community, 
we tend to think of practising astrologers. Alois Treindl does not give astrological consultations, nor does he 
write astrology books. Yet in many different ways he has quietly and profoundly influenced astrology for 

nearly forty years, and many of his creations and tools are consistently utilised by astrologers – often without their realising 
it. These include the superbly accurate Swiss Ephemeris, developed by Alois with Dieter Koch in 1996, and now utilised 
worldwide; the AstroDatabank resource, which Alois rescued after the death of its creator Lois Rodden and which offers, 
free to the astrological community, source documentation and birth charts for over 50,000 individuals; and AstroWiki, 
a free online encyclopaedia of astrology which Alois created by acquiring the rights to republish two printed German 
astrological encyclopaedias and translating them into English.

Alois was born in Germany, and moved to Zürich in 1976 as research assistant in Physics at the Swiss Federal Institute 
(ETH). He graduated from ETH with a PhD in Physics in 1981. During this time he became increasingly involved in astrology 
as well as humanistic and depth psychology. In 1980, he founded Astrodienst, which began as a computing service for the 
professional astrological community. In 1984, he met Liz Greene, and since then they have cooperated in the development 
of a number of highly sophisticated computer-generated chart interpretation programmes. Other astrologers joined the 
Astrodienst resource pool, and now a number of different types of computer-generated horoscope interpretations are 
offered in a wide range of languages on the Astrodienst website. In addition to this aspect of the company’s work, Astrodienst 
consistently offers valuable free contributions to the worldwide astrological community: a fund of constantly changing 
articles and extracts from numerous astrological journals and books, as well as papers written especially for the website; 
the AstroDatabank and AstroWiki resources; specialist ephemerides for asteroids and comets; daily and weekly horoscope 
interpretations; announcements of forthcoming astrological conferences and events; and interviews with astrologers on a 
wide range of topics related to their work. 

Alois’ skills in programming, combined with his deep knowledge and love of astrology, have meant that astrological students 
and practitioners all over the world have been given the tools to learn and deepen their knowledge of astrology free of charge, 
in their own languages. However, as befits a Sun in Pisces, he has never sought to be a ‘star’ in the astrological community, 
but for nearly forty years has quietly, consistently and generously offered his intellectual and financial resources to further 
the development of astrology in the modern world.




